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INTRODUCTION
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) gene-chip is also named as Nucleic Acids Amplification Reaction genechip, whose preparation process is practically a kind of biological chain reaction that has a very rigid demand for the quality of temperature tracking control in the reaction process. To embed the DNA information carrier into the PCR gene-chip, the temperature of reactants in the preparation process must be accurately controlled [2] .
There are a few temperature-time profile curves applied to the Nucleic Acids Amplification Reaction System, and one example is shown as figure 1 [2] . In this system, the demand for the rate of temperature increasing is 2 /s, the cooling rate is 2 /s, and stable accuracy is 1 .
Since PCR detecting technology was invented, there have been many reports about PCR gene-chip temperature tracking system. Liu illuminates that the complete PCR process involves several dozens of gene-chip heating-cooling cycles, and each cycle also has three basic reaction steps to amplify the number of DNA segments dramatically [3] . Zhou et al. proposed a predictive temperature-tracking algorithm for PCR analyzer with the temperature-time pattern curve given, but he does not use the same structure of PCR reaction chamber as ours [2] . Zhao and his colleagues presented a scheme of PCR amplified reaction analyzer and invented an annular PCR reaction chamber, but they did not extend their temperature-tracking algorithm [1] . In this project, the authors adopted the structure proposed by Zhao [1] as our controlled object, and then we conducted some heating and cooling experiments on it and found that the circular structure of PCR reaction chamber makes the heating and cooling speed faster than that of the structure proposed by Zhou et al [2] . .PCR TEMPERATURE CONTROL SYSTEM
A.Structure of PCR reaction Chamber
In the PCR temperature control system proposed by the authors, the controlled object is an annular, well heat-shielded, circular cross section, and air piping PCR reaction chamber with the gene chip in the center of the air pipe, shown as FIG 2. The heating scheme of the temperature tracking system is to make two resistance coils as the heaters and utilize a turbine fan driven by a DC motor to blow the hot air clock-wise to heat the gene-chip with the wind door 1 and 2 closed but wind door 3 open. The cooling scheme is to use the turbine fan as the cooler to draw the cold air clock-wise In this PCR temperature control system, we utilized a Industrial Personal Computer (IPC) with CPU Pentium® III 800 as the master unit of measuring and controlling, and Microsoft® Windows 2000 Professional® as the operating system. To construct a rapid temperature tracking control system, we applied the thin membrane platinum resistance Pt100 with rapid responding capability as the temperature sensor, one Phase-Shift Power Regulator (PSPR) with high frequency and efficiency, two high rating power output resistance coil heaters and one turbulent fan driven by a high rotating speed DC motor to the close loop control system illustrated as figure 3. To obtain high stable accuracy and restrain the voltage fluctuation disturbance of the power line, we utilized the PhaseShift Power Regulator to regulate the power output of the heaters. Moreover, to realize the capabilities of automation for the control system and supply a friendly human-machine interaction Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the end user, we developed the whole measuring and controlling software with Microsoft® Visual C++ 6.0® to realize the automation of temperature measuring, controlling, and supervising.
C.Characteristics of PCR Temperature Tracking control System
In this PCR temperature tracking system, the PCR reaction chamber designed by the authors is a typical time varying structured and convective heat transferring mechanism; therefore, it is difficult to build up an accurate mathematical model for the system. According to the experiments, the temperature characteristic of the PCR reaction chamber is related to the dynamic response properties of temperature sensor, the manners of heating and cooling, the speed of air flow and ambient temperature outside the chamber. When the temperature changing speeds of heating and cooling assigned by the user are increased, the thermal capacity effect of PCR reaction chamber on temperature rapid changing will be very outstanding or even unacceptable. Though the inertia and hysteresis time of the PCR chamber are very short comparing to those of a large model resistor furnace, the inertia and hysteresis time constants of the generalized controlled object still have great bad effects on the control capabilities of PCR temperature tracking.
. REALIZATION OF PCR TEMPERATURE TRACKING CONTROL ALGORITHMS

A. Scheme Choice for the Control Algorithm
Since exact mathematical model cannot be constituted for this system, and the pure delay and inertia properties of the system have bad effects on the dynamic response characteristics of the control system, the control algorithm must be designed accurately in order to realize precision temperature tracking. The conventional PID control algorithm is of good control quality, simple and easy-realized, but it evidently has the inherent defects of bad robustness and difficult parameter adjustment. The Predicative Control (PC) algorithm synthetically utilizing the information of the past, the present and the future of the process, and the rolling optimization method, satisfies the needs of realtime property, stability and speediness, reduces the accuracy requirement for the system model, and implements the combination of stable and dynamic optimizations [2] .
To compare the control qualities of two different control strategies and make choices for the control
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B.Realization of Temperature Tracking Control Algorithms
We first divided the typical temperature-time pattern curve shown as FIG1 into several subsections and defined three different working states: Denaturation, Annealing and Elongation, and then separately took experiments of temperature tracking control with the traditional PID control algorithm and the second order predicative control algorithm.
The three working states in the typical temperaturetime pattern curve are defined as follow:
(1) Denaturation, PCR Temperature is turning from initial or middle temperature to the highest temperature;
(2) Annealing, PCR Temperature is turning from the highest temperature to the lowest temperature; (3) Elongation, PCR Temperature is turning from the lowest temperature to the middle temperature;
The discrete control equation for the conventional PID control is as follow: The discrete control equations for the Predictive Control algorithms are as follow:
In these control equations, the definitions for the variables are: One of the temperature-time response profiles of PCR cycles controlled by conventional PID algorithms is shown in FIG4, and the other by predictive control algorithm is shown in FIG5. To PID control, the temperature maximum overshoot is less than 2 , the stable accuracy of temperature control is 1 , the maximum heating and cooling speeds are both 2 /s.The results indicated that the second order predicative control algorithm has better temperature tracking performances with quicker tracking speed, higher stable accuracy and smaller overshoot on temperature turning points.
. CONCLUSIONS Through analyzing the characteristics of the PCR amplification cycling reaction system made based on the principle of convectional heat transferring and comparing the performances of the predicative control algorithm to those of the traditional PID control algorithm, we researched and realized these two kinds of PCR temperature tracking control algorithms. These algorithms resolved the cycling temperature fast tracking problem in the PCR temperature tracking control system. The experiment results also indicated that the predicative control algorithm can be more 
